
How much water in liters did you use on Day 1 according to your personal tracker?What strategies did you originally plan on implementing on Day 2 of tracking?Date you completed your Day 2 Water Tracking with strategiesHow much water in liters did you use on Day 2 according to your personal tracker?What did you try differently on day 2 to conserve water?Day 1 Total - Day 2 Total =TOTAL WATER SAVED in liters?How did this make you feel about your numbers? How did it go? What was hard, difficult, easy or unexpected? What did you learn about water conservation and water use from this challenge? What are you take aways? What questions do you still have? Where will you go from here? 
493 Reduce time spent using the actual water, be more efficient. 11/03/2021 222 Absolutely necessary water, reducing water time, more water efficient devices271 It was surprisingly easy, but also there is a lot of other water I use that goes unnoticed, and that I probably didn't catch in the tracker. Most of my water saving came from one minor change in my water efficient setting. I learned more about water as a limited resource, and water conservation because it is still a limited resource, and even in Canada, people do not have access to safe water. How can we help with the water crisis in Canada? What can we do if we see wasted resources by public businesses, or places? (wasted resources such as watering on the road)From here, I will continue my efforts of water conservation. 

587.5 Less time in the shower, flushing only when needed, waiting untill the washer/diswasher was full,  finding more effeicent ways to use water while cooking and then some ways to reduce vitrual water that do appear on my tracker.12/03/2021 201.75L The main way that helped me was from the shorter shower and the diswasher/washer. From only using that when needed I really changed the amount of water I used. 385.75 I found that it wasn't as hard as I thought it would be. They were all very small changes but they made great change and it made me feel like I am in more control over my water consuption.I have learned a lot about water comspution and more about virtual water. I will take away the importance of small actions as well as how even buying clothes and eating food take up water. If this is such a big problem then what is the government's plans? Or do they choose not to acknowledge that if there is no action taken there will be a crisis? I think that I will keep everything that I have learned in mind so that I can try to be a more water friendly consumer, as well as trying to make habitats out of the small actions I have practiced in this challenge. 
150 I tried to avoid doing activities that would consume more liters of water15/03/2021 i used up 120 liters I filled a big bowl of water and used that for the activities30 it was difficult trying to find ways to reduce water in my daily routines since i use it so frequently that using water when it isnt a necessity is contributing in some way to climate change and also that I should try to find alternative ways to reduce my water consumptionn/a from now on i will only use water when it is needed to do so instead of wasting it 

828

Taking a shorter shower.
Not flushing the toilet right away if possible.
Turn the tap off when brushing my teeth.
Use grey water to water plants.
Not washing my hands if not necessary.
Using a dishwasher instead of hand washing (dishwashers typically use less water) BUT only use the dishwasher for a full load of dishes.
Turn off water while scrubbing hands instead of leaving it on.
Don’t let the faucet run unnecessarily.
Close taps properly! Make sure no water is still running.
Only do laundry if there is a full load!12/03/2021 526L I used strategies such as taking a shorter shower, using grey water to water plants, turning off the faucet while I brush my teeth, etc... 302 I feel great about this number! I expected to not be able to reduce my consumption by this much water but implementing all of the tips and strategies I mentioned really helped me in cutting down on my water use. I would say this challenge was not too hard as a lot of the tips I used were simply small changes to how I normally do things, but they made a big difference!

Following simple tips can work wonders in reducing water consumption.
Tracking you water consumption and calculating your water footprint can help you have a better understanding on where you are using the most water.
We use water in many ways that we do not even realize! Like through what clothes we wear and what food we eat.
Many things that we think are necessary to use water for actually are not! Like using a brush or broom to clean something instead of using water. 

Would everyone reducing their water consumption help bring water to those who are not able to access it?
How could we spread the word about reducing water consumption to more people?

I will strive to continue to implement the strategies I used to reduce water consumption moving forward, I will also try to discover new strategies and learn more in general about water consumption!

372

- make sure not to throw out old drinking water, instead i'll put it in the garden.
- I will use as little water as possible while shaving.
- I will limit my shower time to one 5 minute song
- Instead of dumping my cat’s water bowl of old water, I will simply top it up because I don’t think he will notice the difference
-I will wash my night guard with the water from my water bottle instead of letting the faucet run over it
-When i wash my face in the shower i’ll just soak a sponge and turn the shower off while i scrub.
-When i wash fruits i will fill a small tub with water instead of letting the sink run over them

12/03/2021 249

- make sure not to throw out old drinking water, instead i'll put it in the garden.
-When i wash fruits i will fill a small tub with water instead of letting the sink run over them
-I will wash my night guard with the water from my water bottle instead of letting the faucet run over it
-- Instead of dumping my cat’s water bowl of old water, I will simply top it up because I don’t think he will notice the difference123 It was relatively easy to save the amount of water i did. I saved 123L on day 2. I felt good about saving water and I want to continue to find ways to save more.

My key takeaways were that…
1: I can save hundreds of litres daily very easily
2: If everyone in the world were to try to save water like this for even just half of the week, we would be in a much less dire situation

1: How much water can Canada saved if al families were to put a valiant effort into saving and re-using water everyday?
2: Can saving water help those without access to clean water get better access?

 I will tell people about my newfound ways to save water and remind them how precious drinkable water really is! 

1,128 Water bottle in toilet tank, stopping tap when brushing teeth, stopping shower when soaping, putting water in fridge instead of letting tap run, fitting in dishes in 1 load instead of 2, eating canned foods. 14/03/2021 222 L Water bottle in toilet tank, stopping tap when brushing teeth, stopping shower when soaping, putting water in fridge instead of letting tap run, fitting in dishes in 1 load instead of 2, eating canned foods. 906 I felt really good about my number, especially because the changes didn't really affect me it just took a little bit of time to set up. I felt although it was somewhat easy due to it only being one day. Having to continue these actives in the future and making them a habit would be extremely difficult I believe. 

I learned that what we eat can effect our water footprint 
I learned many ways to save water 
I learned that saving water doesn't have to be hard or expensive 
I learned that just a bit of effort can result in a huge amount of water save up 
( I was surprised by the amount I saved)  

Which one of these could be a change that doesn't effect the person at all?  
How hard would this be to change fully? I will countine to save 1 liter every flush as I will leave the water bottle inside the tank, Furthermore I will be carful while washing my hands or brushing my teeth as a lot of water gets wasted by this and doesn't benefit anyone. 

437.75

Take 10 minute showers
No meat mondays
Only wash clothes when necessary
Wash vegetables in a tub rather than under a stream of water. 
Consume less processed foods
Only use hot water when needed
Use less electricity by turning off the lights when not needed and by unplugging items when not in use. 
Drink soy and oat milk instead of almond milk.
Drink tea instead of coffee.
Try not to cook too much at once to prevent waste.
Go through the fridge every few days to ensure that no food is forgotten and left to rot.

13/03/2021 327.75

- 10 minutes showers
- wash vegetables in a tub rather than under a stream of water
- only use hot water when necessary
- use less electricity by turning off the lights when not needed and by unplugging items when not in use
- drink tea instead of coffee 110 I was surprised by how much water I saved by making relatively simple change to my lifestyle. However, I did find shortening my showers to be a bit difficult. I also found using hot water only when necessary to be difficult because it's a habit to automatically turn the water to hot.The most interesting thing I learned was that coffee has one of the highest water footprints per pound. I also found it fascinating how water footprints are divided into blue, green, and grey components. After learning about the many sources of “virtual water” use, I will be more conscious about the lifestyle choices I make. 

Are there technologies that can make salt water drinkable?
How does putting your jeans in the freezer freshen them up?Something I will definitely be doing in the future is switching to soy and oat milk instead of almond milk. I’m lactose intolerant, and almond milk was originally my go-to choice. 

782 cut down showering minutes and turn of taps when I am not using them. Also, avoid using unnecessary  water when i am doing  tasks that require water 14/03/2021 360 litres I applied all the water saving methods and to be honest i had more task on day one than on day 2 so that is why i saved a lot of water. 412 it felt good because i usually forget to use less water but i was dedicated on day 2. I know there was a big difference but i just had a less tasks on days 2. it was on the easier side, i just have to stick to my goal.  I was feeling good and motivated, i always wanted to watch how i use water and this helped me be focused none I should stop being lazy about water and keep my promise for the sake of others who are not able to get water or clean water 
272 Shorter showers, recycling water, not leaving the tap running, plant based diet, hanging my clothes to dry, only washing clothes with a big load13/03/2021 112 L I put a bucket in the shower and kitchen to collect water and reused it to water my garden. I took a much shorter shower and never left the tap running when not in use.160 I felt good. It wasn't hard to actually save water, it was more hard to remember because I just get into the habit of leaving the tap running so I have to keep reminding myself. Other than that, it was successful and I feel accomplished.My takeaway is that it is really easy to implement little changes into my life to save water. By taking shorter showers and having a plant based diet, that decreases my main contributors to my water footprint a lot. I just have to make those simple changes.I wonder how expensive it is to install low flow toilets, faucets, and shower heads. Is it a reasonable expense? I want to continue on my water saving path. I also want to share what I have learnt with my family so that they can implement the same changes I did and we can become a more water efficient household.
176 I decided to take a shorter shower on Day 2 to save water12/03/2021 106 I took a 2.5 minute shower rather than a 5 minute shower, and I didn't cook anything70 I felt good that I was able to save water on Day 2. It wasn't any sort of inconvenience to adapt my water use.My biggest takeaway is that we use a lot more water in our daily lives than we think we doI am curious about how much water I use indirectly. For example how much water is used to produce the food I eat.I will continue to be conscious of my water use and try to consume less of it.

551 Hand washing dishes, shorter showers and sharing laundry loads12/03/2021 175 I combined laundry loads with my family to reduce the loads needed and I took shorter showers. 376 I felt pretty good about my numbers. I think I created some good, sustainable habits that helped reduce my water consumption a lot. It was pretty easy, just some additional thinking ahead and communicating.I learned a lot about how small things add up and the easy changes that I can make in my day to day life to reduce my water consumption and overall environmental impact.
How much water do we really have? Since it’s a flow resource, how concerned should we be? Is the amount water used by leaky pipes and similar things that may go unnoticed significant?

I'm going to make sure that I continue to implement these changes in my life going forwards and continue to think consciously when making lifestyle choices.

1,196.2 Liters Take shorter showers, decrease humidifier use, use lower power flush, use less water while cooking or washing things, tap off while brushing teeth among many others.12/03/2021 623.7 Liters I did everything I originally planned to do such as taking shorter showers etc. I also added a few strategies such as cleaning full loads while doing laundry and making sure the dishwasher is only working when it is completely full. The dishwasher strategy, laundry strategy, and shower strategy saved a surprising amount of water.572

I was initially very surprised about the amount of water that I was using on a daily basis. Seeing how much water I was using on a daily basis made me take the challenge even more seriously and as I result, I had a drastic improvement in my daily water usage. Since I was able to save 572.5 liters of water in one day, I believe that it went really well. 

I was surprised by how easily we can make a few small lifestyle choices and save so much water. Some of the things that were a bit hard to change were things such as filling the dishwasher completely before washing the dishes or taking shorter showers after a long day. I will continue to implement some of these strategies so that more water can be saved.

One thing that I learned about water conservation and water use while doing this challenge was that there is no legislation to track or limit water consumption. This means that large scale industries can use as much water as they want without any overwatch and this can be a very big issue for water conservation.

One thing that I took away from this challenge was how big of a difference we can each make in the future of water conservation. I saved 572.5 liters of water in a single day. That means I would save 208, 962.5 liters of water in a year, just by myself. If everyone were to implement similar strategies to save water, an enormous amount of water could be conserved.
One question that I still have is how much water would be saved if the government were to place water-use regulations on large companies?

Another question I have is what country in the world has the least amount of freshwater available per person (in the country)?I will continue to implement most, if not all, of the strategies I came up with to conserve water. I could also potentially share what I learned with friends and family. In doing so, I hope to save as much water as possible.
422.75 three strategies were to turn off the water when I brush my teeth, instead of washing each dish just put it in the dish washer and to only turn on the washing machine when it is full13/03/2021 172.18 L two things I did differently on day two was that I turned off the water while I brushed my teeth and I took a 5 minute shower instead of a ten minute shower.250.57 It made me feel good that I was able to save water while still doing everyday tasks.  I feel that the day went very well.  It was hard to remember to turn off the water when ever I was doing a task that required very little water like brushing my teeth.My take aways are that I should be more careful when it comes to the amount of water that I use and that I should not take our water source for granted.  I learned that over 2 billion people around the world do not have access to fresh water.what happens to the water after we use itI will continue to save as much water as I can

407 Have shorter showers, drink more water instead of juice and be more conscious of leaving faucet running13/03/2021 301 L Have shorter showers, drink more water instead of juice, re-wear pyjamas more often, flush the toilet a bit less and be more conscious of leaving faucet running.106
I feel surprised in a good way! I did not realize how much water I could save if I showered for a little less time and flushed the toilet a bit less. Those definitely helped me improve the most. I also did not toss my pyjamas and other clothes after one or two uses. I hung them up to wear again. Leaving the toilet grossed me out a bit but aside from that it was good! I did not take baths which I would like to try next time and maybe try using the bathwater for the plants.

I learned how easy it is to conserve water. There are a couple simple, small actions that we do a little less or for less time and it can make a big difference.What household appliance uses the most water? How much of an impact would it make if the majority of Canadians payed more attention to their water consumption and tried to make a change? I will continue to try and re-wear my clothes and shower a little less. I would like to use a water bowl to wash more of my fruits and vegetables. 

173 Reusing waste water, "letting it mellow" 14/03/2021 57L reused fish tank water for my plants, saved waste water for future use, let it mellow, was more conservative with water usage while washing my hands116 I think that my numbers were already very good but I'm quite impressed with how much I was able to reduce my usage. not showering and reusing water for my plants was what made the most difference. I found it very easy because I actually made very few changes and no significant or difficult changes.

I can reduce my water usage by saving waste water.
Using a bucket instead of running water when possible is an easy and effective way to reduce water usage.
Sourcing of food and other products is very important when it comes to water usage.
Water usage adds up so it’s important to pay attention and be mindful towards your waste.

How can infrastructure changes reduce communal water usage?
Can we find more water efficient ways to produce products? I will continue to reuse my waste water where possible and be more mindful of my water usage

55 while brushing teeth turn off water, don't flush multiple times while using washroom. 12/03/2021 49 litres I brushed my teeth without the water running (1L)104 Very shocking as these two days I was trying my best not to use too much.I learned that we use alot of water for simple task.no questions I will be aware of how much water and try my best to save.

640

Wash dishes by hand
When washing dishes, fill one sink basin with rinsing water and the other with wash water, don’t let the water run
Compost all possible vegetable waste to avoid using garbage disposal
Wash fruits and vegetables in a pan of water instead of running water from the tap
Reuse dishes when possible
Wait until there is a full load of laundry before doing it
Take shorter showers
Soak dishes instead of washing for longer and letting the water run
Rinse dishes less prior to using the dishwasher if possible
Don’t let water run while brushing teeth
Put tissues in the trash instead of flushing them
Don’t let the tap run unnecessarily when washing face or hands

03/11/2021 192 The two things I did that had the biggest impact were not doing laundry the second day and waiting for a fuller load and having a much shorter shower.548 I feel pretty good about my results. I was able to achieve a dramatic decrease in water consumption, largely due to two strategies. I tried to have the fastest shower I could and that saved me around two hundred litres. I also didn’t do laundry the second time, which saved me 225 litres right there. While the showering part genuinely was me saving water, the laundry part doesn’t seem quite fair, because my household and I do laundry around three or four times a week and it was kind of coincidental that I didn’t do laundry the second day. My other strategies weren’t really that effective because a lot of them involved water use that wasn’t mentioned in the tracker. Overall I don’t think it was that hard. The only challenging part that really felt like a sacrifice was hand washing the dishes. Apart from that, most of these strategies were just things to remember to do and didn’t really have any negative effects on my life.The first major thing I learned was how much water showers use. I had never really considered this before, and I was shocked to learn that a five minute shower uses 100 liters of water. I was also surprised to learn that hand washing dishes uses less water than a dishwasher, because it always seems like it is wasting water. I also discovered what a big difference it makes to leave the tap on when brushing your teeth, changing the litres of water used from just one litre to ten litres. I also learned just how much water a washing machine uses. I thought it would be similar to a dishwasher, which uses around 40 litres of water per load, but it uses 225 litres of water, way more.What size impact does having a water efficient shower head have? Why do dishwashers use so much less water than washing machines when they perform similar tasks?I think that the main thing I will try to focus on doing in the future is having shorter showers, because that had a dramatic impact.

691 Do not use the kitchen for that day, wash dishes at the end of the day, not showering for a day, and not keeping the water running. 20/03/2021 360 L Did not use water in the kitchen, washed the dishes at night, did not shower, and did not keep the water running.  331 I was super happy with the result because I managed to save up to 661 litres. It was hard and way out of my comfort zone because the routines I used to have, change within a day. Not showering for a day or not drinking any tea was super difficult because both things help me relax.  It was a learning experience because it made me realize how important water is to our everyday lives. Also, I am extremely grateful to have access to clean water, as many in this world do not.
Should public water like drinking fountains be turned off to save water?

I will start not leaving the water on while brushing and washes dishes. I will also start taking quick showers.  
5173.32


